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SEAOSC Summit:  
Strengthening Our Cities 
Cathedral Conference 
Center, Los Angeles

COSMOS Annual Meeting 
and Technical Session

LA Dinner Meeting 
Luminarias, Monterey 
Park 

SEAOSC Holiday Party 
Parker’s Lighthouse, Long 
Beach 

Coming Up

SEAOSC Supports Adoption of Seismic Retrofit  
Ordinance by the City of Los Angeles

On October 9, 2015, the city of Los Angeles adopted an ordinance intended to improve the seismic resilience of the city.    
This ordinance is aimed at mitigating known seismic deficiencies related to non-ductile concrete buildings and wood-framed 
multi-unit and/or multi-story soft-story buildings that exhibit poor seismic performance during earthquakes. 

The cost and inconvenience of implementing a seismic retrofit to a vulnerable building can be daunting, especially when weighed 
against the seemingly rare occurrence of a major earthquake. However, those of us living in Southern California understand 
that the question is not if the next damaging earthquake will occur, but when. We have learned from our experiences in both  
Northern and Southern California that the financial fallout of a major earthquake can outlast the rebuilding effort.  Any  
government retrofit mandate must give careful consideration to costs associated with construction and interruption; but we  
believe these cost considerations should not be allowed to outweigh the importance of public life-safety, personal and  
community resilience, and continued regional economic viability after the next major earthquake. 

Major changes to the California building codes were implemented after the 1971 San Fernando, 1989 Loma Prieta, and 1994 
Northridge earthquakes. These changes increased the cost of new building construction while enhancing building performance 
and life-safety standards. After each of these significant earthquakes,  California residents came to understand the reality of 
increased general construction cost as a necessity for safer buildings, and our economy adjusted each time.   

While building codes focus primarily on new construction, the earthquake vulnerability of existing buildings designed and  
constructed to earlier codes remains to be addressed.  The adoption of this seismic retrofit ordinance does exactly that.  As cities 
realize being unprepared is no longer an acceptable strategy, seismic retrofit ordinances encourage the expenditure of financial 
capital under controlled circumstances before an earthquake happens. This enhances the community’s resilience, improves the 
likelihood that properties will continue generating income after an earthquake, and establishes a culture of preparedness by 
setting forth expectations for building performance that protect the lives and livelihoods of owners, tenants, and occupants.

The Structural Engineers Association of Southern California pledges to continue working with regional city leaders and agencies 
to establish earthquake risk reduction strategies as those cities, like Los Angeles, strive to improve their seismic safety and overall 
resilience through safer and better performing buildings. 

Back row: Michael Cochran, SEAOSC Past President , Mayor Eric Garcetti, Kevin O’Connell, SEAOSC Immediate Past President
Front row: Dr. John Wallace, Dr. Lucy Jones, Dr. Mike Mehrain

Photo provided courtesy of  the Los Angeles City Mayor’s Office
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Michelle Kam-Brown, SE, SECB

CHANGE…this is not a word that gives 
everyone a warm and fuzzy feeling. In fact 
most people don’t like change. However, 
we live in an ever changing world and the 
only thing that is constant in life is change. 
If you watched the video via the link, you 
saw that there has been a tremendous 
amount of change in the last ten-plus 

years. How does SEAOSC survive and adapt to the changing world?  SEAOSC needs 
to change.

It is not the strongest or the most intelligent who will survive but those who can best manage 
change. — Charles Darwin

CHANGiNG the dialog SEAOSC has with the community. Resilience is a word that 
some may think is being overused in our industry. However, structural engineers need 
to incorporate it more and more into our discussions with architects, other engineers, 
building officials, and the general public. As structural engineers, we design the 
building structure per the mandated building code which provides building collapse 
prevention criteria if a major natural disaster occurs. The challenge is that the general 
public often thinks that buildings are “earthquake proof.” The reality is that if a major 
disaster occurs, most people will not be able to re-occupy the buildings in which they 
live, work, or shop. 

The impact is not only a threat to the life safety of our community, but it will also af-
fect our livelihood and our economic wellbeing as it did in Nepal, Haiti, New Zealand, 
and parts of the U.S. which are now devastated as a result of a major earthquake or 
hurricane. As structural engineers, we need to communicate that there is a need to 
design buildings for higher standards than just code minimum so that we can have 
resilient communities. This was highlighted during our October 7th Dinner topic with 
over sixty people in attendance hearing not only about earthquake tragedies in Nepal 
and New Zealand but also about how this resonates here in the U.S. We need to start 
to change the dialog regarding the importance of resilience. 

Leaders think and talk about the solutions. Followers think and talk about the problems.  
 — Brian Tracy

More change….A historical event for SEAOSC and the City of Los Angeles occurred 
on October 9th when Mayor Eric Garcetti signed into law a mandatory building ret-
rofit ordinance to prevent loss of life in the event of a major earthquake. This would 
not have happened without Mayor Garcetti’s Resilience by Design program. SEAOSC 
participated in Dr. Lucy Jones’ Task Group to help develop this document and highlight 
the need for building retrofit and the importance of including structural engineers in 
the development of solutions to create a resilient community.

SEAOSC Seismology and Existing Buildings Committees have been developing design 
examples to address the LA Ordinances that include non-ductile concrete buildings 
and wood-framed multi-unit and/or multi-story, soft-story buildings that exhibit 
poor seismic performance during earthquakes. The November 4-5th SEAOSC Summit  
will include presentations about the design examples on day one and one day two we 
will perpetuate discussion with the public and policy makers on the importance of 
seismic safety. We hope to see you there!

SEAOC, with participation from the four MO’s, continues to represent its membership 
via the Elevated Exterior Elements Committee (EEEC) working on specific issues as-
sociated with balconies.  For background on the issue, see the SEAOC website. The City 
of Berkeley has allowed very little external expertise to contribute to the discussion 
on the balcony issues and in July sent a letter to the California Building Standards 
Commission (CBSC), addressing code amendments requiring higher standards for 
weather-exposed balconies and similar elements. The EEEC worked diligently debat-
ing the issues and developed a letter to CBSC, included in this newsletter, which of-
fers SEAOC’s expertise to participate in the process as well as recommendations in 
response to some of the points made in the Berkeley letter. 

In the October newsletter, I mentioned some changes that were occurring for SEAOSC 
and subsequently a Board email (see attached) was sent announcing a change in our 
executive management from Gilbert Assoc. Management, LLC (GAM) to BSC Manage-
ment, Inc. Although we have changed companies, we should not forget that we 
are building from the many years of service that was provided by Don Gilbert, Lynn 
Hanger, and Gilbert Association Management (GAM).  

With this change, we are fortunate to have BSC very proactively working with the 
SEAOSC Executive committee to make this a smooth transition. They bring the ex-
pertise and focused resources that SEAOSC needs to meet this ever-changing indus-
try. Our new Executive Director Jenay Root, has worked diligently and expeditiously 
throughout this transition. The SEAOSC Board is excited about what the future holds 
with BSC as we navigate SEAOSC to increase membership and involvement in the as-
sociation.

Change is the law of life and those who look only to the past or present are certain to miss the 
future — John F. Kennedy

Lastly, in order to encourage people to actually read the President’s message I am 
starting a raffle.  To enter the raffle to WIN a STARBUCKS Gift Card or 
an AWC Electronic publication, please follow this link to a survey and 
answer questions about the President’s message.  Two winners will be chosen from 
those that complete the survey.

Have an Extraordinary Day and Dream!

Michelle Kam-Biron, PE, SE, SECB  
SEAOSC President

PRESIDENT’S  
 MESSAGE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yuKu6PZXCIY&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ps4hAQ_Fp5k&index=13&list=PLJcCx9eUFNUNGKZ-s-IQFqDhCiND83a2O
http://seaosc.org/event-detail/lessons-from-nepal-first-hand-accounts-of-structural-assessment-and-search-and-rescue-efforts-100715
http://www.lamayor.org/earthquake
http://seaoscsummit.org/
http://seaoc.org/news-publications/update-seaoc-involvement-city-berkeley-balconies-and-decks
http://www.documents.dgs.ca.gov/bsc/2015TriCycle/BSC-Meetings/City-of-Berkeley-Letter-and-BSC-Response.pdf
http://seaosc.org/images/newsletter_images/pdf/1442208677_Oct.2015.Newsletter.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rDiUVS_-4_Q&feature=youtu.be
http://awc.org/codes-standards/publications
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/RTD7NH2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g-jwWYX7Jlo&index=10&list=PLJcCx9eUFNUNGKZ-s-IQFqDhCiND83a2O
Diana
Michelle Kam-Biron, S.E., S.E.C.B.
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Dear SEAOSC Member,

Our profession and our Association are in the midst of some of the most significant times in our history. The public’s awareness of what we do is at an 

all-time high. Los Angeles Mayor Garcetti’s Resilience by Design is shining a spotlight on issues that have been near and dear to our hearts for a long 

time. The re-alignment plan initiated a few years ago has re-energized the association, spurring growth and financial strength. 

 

To discuss these significant developments, the future direction of the Association, and how best to meet the challenges that lay ahead, the Board 

recently participated in a strategic planning retreat. After considerable discussions and consultation with the current and past Boards, as well as Past 

Presidents, the SEAOSC Board of Directors unanimously voted to engage the services of a new association management company.

 

Effective October1, 2015, BSC Management will begin serving the Association. BSC Management is a multi-disciplinary firm that manages non-profit 

associations with in-depth resources to support website management, event planning, long and short range planning, budget management, book-

keeping, etc. In operation since 1982, BSC has managed small and large associations, guided clients to impressive membership growth, and received 

glowing recommendations from their references. At this special time, with the public more interested in structural engineering and community 

resilience, our association is at a juncture where the resources BSC brings to the table will be invaluable toward our goal of improving value to our 

membership and creating an impact in our communities.

 

We wish to express our gratitude to Don Gilbert, Lynn Hanger, and Gilbert Association Management (GAM) for their many years working with our 

association. We are pleased that GAM has committed to assist with this transition through the end of September. We all have many good memo-

ries working as partners with GAM on the ever continuing path toward a better association. We thank Don and Lynn and wish Gilbert Association  

Management all the best.

 

The Board, BSC Management, and GAM will work together to assure that management of the association continues as smoothly as possible and we 

appreciate your patience and understanding. The SEAOSC phone number and email address will remain the same and we will be updating the mailing 

address soon. Feel free to contact BSC Management, who will send out contact information shortly, or the Board with any questions regarding this 

change. 

 

We are confident with the expertise and focused resources this change will bring and look forward to improving our member benefits, our outreach, 

and the increased impact our association will have on our profession and communities! Please join us in welcoming our new association management 

company, BSC Management. 

 

Respectfully,

 

SEAOSC Board of Directors

PRESIDENT’S  
 MESSAGE
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SEAOSC Summit 

On Friday, October 9th, LA’s City Council enacted a new retrofit requirement requiring soft-story and non-ductile concrete buildings to be retrofitted 
within 7 or 25 years, respectively. It is estimated that this ordinance will effect 13,500 soft-story buildings and 1,500 buildings across the city of LA. 
So how does this retrofit effect you?

The City of LA will soon start notifying building owners of their need to retrofit their building. Want to learn the latest on when the notices will be 
given? Want to know the latest retrofit techniques? Want to meet local building owners and property managers?

If so, don’t delay, sign up now for the SEAOSC Summit – Strengthening Our Cities. Space is limited and seats are selling out quickly. November 4th 
and 5th at the Cathedral Plaza. 

http://seaoscsummit.org/

What Does LA city’s retrofit ordinance mean to me, a Structural engineer?

UPCoMING 
 EvENTS
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OC DINNER MEETING 
Virtual To Reality: Examining the Construction process From the Contractor’s Perspective

October 28, 2015 – 5:00PM PST 
Oak Creek Golf Club - Irvine, CA

If you ever feel frustrated with RFI’s, curious about roadblocks in a construction schedule, or eager to better relate to 
the contractors on your team, join us at our October Orange County dinner program and contractor panel discussion.

Visit www.seaosc.org/events to learn more and register. 

WEBINAR: 
2012 IBC Structural Design Requirements for Steel Moment Frames

October 28, 2015 - 12:00PM PST 

This webinar will address the 2012 IBC structural design requirements for ordinary and special steel  
moment frames contained in ASCE 7-10 and AISC 341-10. Special attention will be given to seismic  
design considerations and the research involving moment frames. 

Visit www.seaosc.org/events to learn more and register.

31st Annual Disaster Preparedness Academy hosted by Red Cross
October 28, 2015
Anaheim Convention Center - Anaheim, CA

The American Red Cross and its partners make preparedness more easily achievable through the  
Disaster Preparedness Academy (DPA). Now in its 31st year, the DPA’s mission is to provide information  
to the community regarding emergency preparedness planning, mitigation, response and recovery.

www.redcross.org/news/event/ca/orange-county/Disaster-Preparedness-Academy-2015

COSMOS Annual Meeting and Technical Session
 November 13, 2015
 Crowne Plaza Hotel San Francisco Airport - Burlingame, CA

This year’s Technical Session will primarily focus on issues with current ground-motion design value maps and pro-
posed solutions to overcome these issues.

http://www.cosmos-eq.org/ 

LA DINNER MEETING 
December 2, 2015 
Luminarias, Monterrey Park, CA 

UPCOMING 
 EVENTS

Diana
Typewritten Text
For more information, please contact the SEAOSC office. 
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Compelling Topic Drew Large Crowd at SEAOSC’s October LA Dinner Meeting
Nearly 100 SEAOSC members and guests attended the LA Dinner Meeting held October 7th at Luminarias in Monterey 
Park, CA.  They enjoyed a social networking hour, dinner and informative presentations from three panelists. The 
panelists captivated the attendees with their first-hand accounts of structural assessment and search & rescue efforts 
in Nepal after the earthquake.

Dr. H. Kit Miyamoto, SE, President and CEO of Miyamoto International, Inc. discussed his findings on  
performance of high rise concrete buildings and their implications for Performance Based Engineering in California. 
Kit says “None of the high rise concrete buildings collapsed or were even structurally damaged but too many people 
became homeless because of non-structural issues.”
 
Donny Harris, SE, LEED AP, Associate, KPFF went to Nepal with a search and rescue team (through the USAR task 
force). They spent approximately three weeks there.  For much of that time, the structural engineers were loaned out 
doing structural assessments for different organizations since the search and rescue component on the team was not 
active between earthquakes. 

Kenneth O’Dell, SE, Partner, MHP, Inc. Structural Engineers visited Nepal following the earthquake and shared his experiences including the collaborative relationship that was built 
between the American and Nepalese engineers.

SEAOSC  Presence at ICC Annual Conference a Huge Success

The SEAOSC Image & Public Relations Committee organized and staffed an exhibit booth at the 2015  
International Code Council Annual Conference at the Long Beach Convention Center September  27-28.  ICC 
was very enthusiastic about SEAOSC joining the conference expo – they even provided our booth space 
on a complimentary basis!  With nearly constant visits and many questions, conference attendees showed 
exceptional interest in structural engineers and our profession, as well as how SEAOSC & SEAOC serve our 
members, the construction industry, and the community at large.  Our participation was a true success, and 
I/PR looks forward to bringing SEAOSC to future industry conferences in Southern California

Thank you to the I/PR Committee members who volunteered and to ICC for providing the complimentar-
booth registration.  This partnership resulted in a huge success!

Funding Request Recently Approved for UC San Diego Outdoor Shake Table Was Strongly Endorsed by SEAOSC

SEAOSC leadership and members were pleased with the recent news regarding the approved funding for the outdoor shake table research facility at the University of California, San 
Diego.  For the past ten years, California has been fortunate to host this full-scale research facility which is dedicated to investigating the effects of seismic loads on our infrastructure.  
The value of the facility has been recognized by research scientists, engineers and numerous companies throughout California and the United States.  This has been illustrated by  
partnerships between researchers and practitioners to construct full-scale structures to test the structural components (such as beams, columns, joints, walls, floors and structural 
systems), non-structural components (such as ceilings, stairs and elevators) and electrical and mechanical equipment and contents (such as heating, ventilating and air-conditioning 
systems and medical equipment).

These partner sponsorships provide a more cost-effective means for researchers from across the country to us the UCSD facility to solve critical problems and reduce the threat posed by 
destructive earthquakes, not only in California but worldwide.

Furthermore, as a result of the research conducted at the UCSD facility, educational K-12 programs and curriculum aligned with science standards have been developed and community 
earthquake awareness documentaries have been televised.

The versatility of this unique world‐class facility helps state and local government officials validate strengthening and retrofit strategies for older buildings (for example, unreinforced 
masonry, weak concrete and tilt‐up buildings), and potentially perform tests on dams, intake towers, airport control towers, electrical substations, nuclear plants and nuclear waste 
storage components, lifelines, liquefaction, bridges, buildings, and other structures. Research conducted on this shake table is able to verify the performance of new building codes, 
retrofit technologies, risk assessment and other mitigation actions and policies. 

The recent approval of the funding means the vital work of this facility can now continue, deterring the transfer of large-scale shake table research projects to other countries which may 
have different testing protocols and construction standards than the U.S. at a much higher cost.

RECENT EvENTS
  & INITIATIvES
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 (*EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE)

October 19, 2015

California Building Standards Commission
c/o Michael Nearman, Deputy Executive Director
2525 Natomas Park Drive, Suite 130
Sacramento, CA 95833

Subject:  Agenda Item 8 for October 21, 2015 meeting
 Building code amendments for occupied, elevated, weather-exposed building areas

Dear Commissioners:

The fatal balcony collapse of June 16, 2015 in Berkeley, California is a sobering reminder of the importance of building codes, sound 
design practice, sound construction practice, and ample construction quality assurance practice. In response to this unfortunate 
event, the Structural Engineers Association of California (SEAOC) convened an ad-hoc committee to discuss issues related to 
occupied, elevated, weather-exposed, wood-framed building areas, such as projecting balconies and exterior stairs, referred to 
hereafter as exterior elevated elements, or EEEs. SEAOC is a not-for-profit organization comprising practicing structural engineers 
and researchers. Its mission includes providing the public with safe and dependably performing structures.

The design and construction of EEEs are challenging endeavors complicated by the need to satisfy the multiple, often competing, 
objectives of structural safety, water resistance, fire safety, long life and aesthetics. There is no single solution to creating well per-
forming EEEs, but implementation of the measures described below will facilitate improved performance. Implementation of the 
measures should be pursued at the state and national levels, and SEAOC welcomes the opportunity to participate in that process.

SEAOC has reviewed the letter the Berkeley City Council sent to the BSC urging the BSC to introduce more restrictive standards 
concerning the design of EEEs. In that letter the Council suggests amending the California Building Code to require EEE construction 
to include: 1) materials resistant to deterioration due to fungal decay; 2) ample ventilation enabling water that reaches structural 
components an opportunity to quickly evaporate; and 3) a means for periodically accessing concealed structural components to 
assess their condition state as a routine, preventative maintenance measure. Berkeley further proposes an additional code amend-
ment requiring EEEs’ construction to consist of corrosion resistant steel if the three forgoing attributes are not employed.

SEAOC supports the general intent of the Berkeley City Council’s letter, but recommends the following, somewhat different course 
of action:

1. Review water barrier requirements in the California Building Code and the California Residential Code: A review of current 
building code requirements regulating the design, construction and construction inspection of water barriers is recom-
mended. The most important and most efficient means of mitigating the risk of poor EEE performance, as seen in Berkeley on 
June 16, is to provide a competent water barrier. Inhibiting water from entering the building envelope will increase the safe 
performing life of EEEs. If the code lacks adequate regulation in these areas, the code ought to be amended accordingly. If 
current code is deemed to adequately regulate these areas, code enforcement practices ought to be evaluated.

2. Review ventilation requirements in the California Building Code and the California Residential Code: A review of current 
building code requirements concerning ventilation for wood framed EEEs is recommended. Water contact with wood framing 
is not necessarily a hazardous condition. Wood generally retains its structural integrity if exposed to water provided adequate 
ventilation is present that enables the water to evaporate relatively quickly. Wood exposed to water in concealed conditions 
where water evaporation occurs more slowly fosters fungal growth. Various fungi species consume wood, which precipitates 
decay and compromises structural integrity. If ventilation requirements do not exist, the code ought to be amended accord-
ingly. Code changes introducing requirements to provide ventilation openings ought to consider the consequences to the 
affected elements’ fire rating.
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Consider introducing requirements in the California Building Code and the California Residential Code to improve the durability of EEEs’ structural mem-
bers where the structural members are concealed: SEAOC supports discussion of possible amendments to the building code to require primary structural 
members in some EEEs to be constructed of decay resistant materials, especially in instances where it is possible for water to become trapped in concealed 
compartments where wood framing is present.

Decay-resistant materials include naturally durable wood, preservative treated wood, properly galvanized hot-rolled steel, stainless steel, corrosion resis-
tant metals or a combination thereof. These durable materials serve as a secondary safety measure should water inadvertently breach the water barrier. 
Light-gage, cold-formed steel is not recommended in this application.

While no material is deterioration-proof when exposed to water for protracted durations, resistant material can incrementally prolong the safe life of 
structural members. Longer life heightens the likelihood of detecting deterioration prior to structural failure, particularly in concealed conditions that lack 
ventilation or where water has inadvertently breached the weather barrier. For example, in the case of projecting, cantilevered balconies, soffits are often 
coated with paint that is impervious to water. Water that breaches a deficient water barrier and becomes trapped will not necessarily manifest as stains on 
the soffit surface. Without stains to warn water is present, fungal growth can progress undetected until structural integrity is severely compromised.

Introducing code changes can result in unintended consequences and caution must be exercised. If a requirement to employ durable structural materials in 
EEEs is introduced and preservative treated wood is included among acceptable durable materials, the chemical compatibility of preservative treated wood 
in contact with metal fasteners in the sustained presence of water will have to be evaluated. Chemicals used in wood preservatives are known to accelerate 
corrosion of some steel fasteners in certain circumstances. If water infiltrates the building envelope, metal structural connectors, such as nails, bolts, and 
joist hangers, are vulnerable to strength loss if in sustained contact with preservative treated wood and water.

The poor performance of EEEs is generally attributable to a combination of unfavorable circumstances. Safeguarding against poor EEE performance requires 
consideration of the multiple components that constitute EEEs and their performance in the presence of water. SEAOC would welcome the opportunity to assist 
the BSC and other state agencies with the complex task of developing building code amendments that foster the design and construction of safe EEEs.

Sincerely,
 Kelly Cobeen, SE
 President, Board of Directors
 Structural Engineers Association of California
 
 Jeff Taner, SE
 Co-Chair, Ad-hoc Committee on Elevated Exterior Elements

 Structural Engineers Association of California
CC:
Berkeley City Council c/o Rose Thomsen, Deputy City Clerk
 Mr. Eric Angstadt, Director, City of Berkeley Planning and Development Dept.
 Mr. Alex Roshal, Manager, City of Berkeley Building and Safety
 Mr. Shawn P. Huff, Assistant Deputy Director, Dept. of Housing & Community Development
 Mr. James Hackett, Supervising Structural Engineer, Division of the State Architect
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STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS SHAPING YOUR CIT IES

DESIMONE

w w w . d e - s i m o n e . c o m

Make your move now. Join DeSimone and take 
your career to the next level. DeSimone, an 
international structural engineering firm with 6 
domestic and 3 international offices, is hiring!  
We work with the world’s best architects 
creating landmark buildings throughout 
the US and internationally.  

We currently have openings for engineers 
at all levels and BIM Specialists in our 
San Francisco, New York, Miami, 
Las Vegas, and Boston offices.

For details, please visit us at

REV UP YOUR CAREER AT DESIMONE!

Interested candidates may submit 
a cover letter and resume to 
CA-Resumes@de-simone.com
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www.soilstructure.com

DRILLED PIER SOFTWARE

By SoilStructure
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WANT To PlACE A JoB AD? ¼ PAGE AD foR $100

ClASSIfIED 
          ADvERTISEMENTS

KPFF PorTLAND is looking for
Both Experienced and Entry-Level Structural Engineers

KPFF is about freedom. Freedom to work on what inspires you. Our en-
gineers work on a vast spectrum of projects that are located around the 
globe: from anchorage of mechanical systems to complex, non-linear anal-
ysis of high-rise structures, we do it all. We have all the benefits of a large, 
stable firm but none of the red tape that comes with it. Providing first-class 
service to our clients is what we’re about. KPFF is experiencing solid growth 
and continues to innovate and adapt to better serve our clients. We are a 
group of dedicated, friendly, collaborative, hard-working engineers and we 
are looking for exceptional engineers to join us. Please use the appropriate 
link below to review job details and apply.

•	 Experienced Structural Engineer - Apply Here (copy/paste into 
browser): http://chc.tbe.taleo.net/chc05/ats/careers/requisition.
jsp?org=KPFF_2&cws=63&rid=73 

•	 Entry-Level Structural Engineer - Apply Here (copy/paste into 
browser): http://chc.tbe.taleo.net/chc05/ats/careers/requisition.
jsp?org=KPFF_2&cws=63&rid=151 

KPFF is an equal opportunity employer.

Are you A STrucTurAL eNGINeer  
interested in forging new territory? 

Watry Design Inc. is an Architecture, Structural Engineering and Parking 
Planning Firm currently celebrating our 40th anniversary.  We specialize in 
the design of parking structures and we have fun doing it.  We are looking 
for just the right Assistant Structural Engineering Project Manager for our 
Irvine, CA office.

If you have 5-7 years of experience and your interest piqued, check out our 
website at www.watrydesign.com/careers for more details.  

When sending your resume, please include “SAPM-SEAOSC” in the subject 
line.

KNA coNSuLTING eNGINeerS -- IrvINe 

KNA Consulting Engineers has immediate openings for mot ivated engineers at all 
experience levels. KNA specializes in structural engineering of educational, civic 
and healthcare facilities. We are located in Irvine just minutes from the Spectrum.  
Our team is a dedicated group of resourceful, friendly, innovative and hard work-
ing professionals and we are looking for the same qualifications  in  responding  
candidates.  Successful candidates  shall  possess  excellent communication skills 
and be able to effectively collaborate with clients, owners, contractors and other 
design professionals. KNA offers competitive compensation along with a compre-
hensive benefit package. 

REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS:  BS-ARCE or BSCE (structural) from an accredited 
university, California seismic engineering background and proficiency with the 
California Building Code and other related codes.  Experienced candidates should 
also have PE or SE license, OSHPD or DSA experience and working proficiency with 
Revit.  Entry-level candidates should have EIT Certification. 
PLEASE  DO  NOT  RESPOND  IF  YOU  DO  NOT  MEET  THE  REQUIRED  MINI-
MUM QUALIFICATIONS.  Qualified candidates are invited to submit their resume 
along with a cover letter  to careers@KNAconsulting.com. For  more  information,  
please  visit  us  at www.KNAconsulting.com.  NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE. 

 mIyAmoTo INTerNATIoNAL

Miyamoto International seeks a Structural Engineer/Associate Level to join our 
Orange County Office. We provide high performance earthquake engineering, 
disaster mitigation, response and reconstruction to victims of some of the world’s 
most devastating disasters. 

Minimum Qualifications:
•	 Minimum Bachelor’s degree in structural engineering or related field, 

Master’s preferred
•	 At least 10-14 years of structural and earthquake engineering design 

experience
•	 Experience in building design, analysis in steel, concrete, masonry and light 

frame construction
•	 Ability to put together construction documents
•	 OSHPD and DSA experience is preferred
•	 Must be a licensed Structural Engineer Flexibility, organizational skills, proj-

ect collaboration and accountability are integral components to achieving 
our goals. Apply online at: 
http://chc.tbe.taleo.net/chc06/ats/careers/requisition.
jsp?org=MIYAMOTO&cws=1&rid=28 

•	 http://www.miyamotointernational.com/ 

http://chc.tbe.taleo.net/chc06/ats/careers/requisition.jsp?org=MIYAMOTO&cws=1&rid=28
http://chc.tbe.taleo.net/chc05/ats/careers/requisition.jsp?org=KPFF_2&cws=63&rid=73
http://chc.tbe.taleo.net/chc05/ats/careers/requisition.jsp?org=KPFF_2&cws=63&rid=151
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 Please visit

http://seaosc.org/about-structural-engineering/committees

to view the annual committee charges and tasks. 

BOARD OF
 DIRECTORS Get involved! Members are invited to join a SEAOSC committee. Please contact the chairperson 

for information on current projects and meeting times, dates and locations.
July 1, 2015 - June 30, 2016
The SEAOSC Board of Directors works on the behalf 
of our membership. If there are general or specific 
items you would like to see the Board of Directors 
address or discuss please contact any of the SEAOSC 
Board members.

President
Michelle Kam-Biron

mkambiron@awc.org
805-410-2877

President-elect
Jeff Ellis

jellis@strongtie.com
714-738-2029

Treasurer
Robert “Bob” Lyons

blyons@risha.com
818-729-9777

Immediate Past President
Kevin O’Connell

kdoconnell@sgh.com
213-271-1934

Directors
Lorena Arce

arce@aisc.org
562-332-0990

Todd Brown
tbrown@dalechristian.com
714-997-1145

Jeffrey Haight
jhaight@eshse.com
805-963-1210

Colin Kumabe
colin.kumabe@lacity.org
213-482-0447

Edgar Plazola
eplazola@insight-se.com
310-640-0123

Joseph Valancius
valancius@kcse.com
818-240-1919

Paul Van Benschoten
vanbenschoten@coffman.com
818-285-2650

Victoria Wigle
vwigle@thorntontomasetti.com
310-665-0010

SeAoSc executive Director
Jenay Root 

jenay@seaosc.org
562-908-6131 ext.127

Committees   *Board Contact   Phone   Email
   Chair & Vice-Chairs

Membership   Victoria Wigle*   310-665-0010  vwigle@thorntontomasetti.com
   Kelsey Parolini   805-439-2110  kelsey@smithstructural.com

Younger Members   Todd Brown*   714-997-1145  tbrown@dalechristian.com
   Nathan Jo    818-441-8014  nathanjo@gmail.com
   Paul St. Pierre   562-754-0258  paulleonstpierre@gmail.com

Image & Public Relations  Paul Van Benschoten*  818-285-2650  vanbenschoten@coffman.com
   Ken O’Dell   562-985-3200  kodell@mhpse.com
   Samuel Mengelkoch   310-323-9924  smengelkoch@structuralfocus.com

Technology   Jenay Root *   310-437-0555  jenay@seaosc.org
   Casey Hemmatyar   888-889-5643  ckh@psfeg.com

Education   Lorena Arce*   562-332-0990  arce@aisc.org
Sub Cmte: Webinars   Tim Kaucher   714-738-2151  tkaucher@strongtie.com

Professional Bus. Practices  Bob Lyons*   818-729-9777  blyons@risha.com

Building Codes & Stds.  Jeff Ellis*    714-738-2029  jellis@strongtie.com
   Carl Sramek   562-799-6010  sramekca@aol.com

Seismology   Colin Kumabe*   213-482-0447  colin.kumabe@lacity.org
   Jesse Karns   562-964-7962  jkarns@sideplate.com
   Mikhail Gershfeld   253-565-6600  mikhail.gershfeld@gmail.com

Sub Cmte: Research  Ashi Dhalwala   310-828-1422  ceginc1@yahoo.com
Sub Cmte: Steel Bldgs.  Colin Kumabe   213-482-0447  colin.kumabe@lacity.org

Existing Buildings   Edgar Plazola*   310-640-0123  eplazola@insight-se.com
   Daniel Zepeda   213-596-5000  dzepeda@degenkolb.com

Disaster Emergency Svcs.  Joseph Valancius*   818-240-1919  valancius@kcse.com
   Doug Litchfield   818-913-3558  dlitchfield@mwdh2o.com

Quality Assurance   Bob Lyons*   818-729-9777  blyons@risha.com

Legislative   Kevin O’Connell*   213-271-1934  kdoconnell@sgh.com

Sustainable Design  Jeff Haight*   805-963-1210  jhaight@eshse.com

EPRS Ad Hoc   Leo Torres    818-844-1969  torres@kcse.com

COMMITTEE 
 LeADerS
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HOLIDAY
 eveNT

 

You and a guest are invited to 
SEAOSC’s Annual Holiday Party 

Wednesday, December 16, 2015  
at Parker’s Lighthouse  

435 Shoreline Village Drive, Long Beach, CA 90802 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 

This year’s event will include cocktails, dinner, and a “50/50” 
raffle to benefit the upcoming Students Night scholarships. 

 

Social Hour: 6 – 7pm 
Dinner: 7pm 

Entrée Options: Petite Fillet or Mahi Mahi  
Attire: Holiday Semi-Formal 

 
Price: $85 per General Member/Guest 

          $35 per Young Professional/Guest* 
Parking is included. 

 

* Associate, Young Associate & Student Members of SEAOSC. Young 
Professionals Discount sponsored by CSI. 

Register now at www.seaoscholidayparty.eventbrite.com 
Advanced reservations required by Friday, December 11, 2015 

www.seaosc.org  
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